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The British Columbia Interior University Research Coalition
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Our size and proximity as research neighbours in the BC Interior allows us to work together, achieve more, and provide greater benefits to the region, the province and beyond.

A shared commitment to partnerships that focus on:

	Fostering research excellence, knowledge and innovation.
	Harmonizing resources.
	Enhancing academic opportunities.
	Increasing benefits for communities throughout the BC Interior.












Research strengths combine for greater impact

We form a core of research and innovation talent and infrastructure for the BC Interior. This core — surrounded by and connected to industries, communities and other stakeholders throughout the province — is central to the Interior’s innovation
ecosystem.
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	4,200 students

	180 faculty

	385 staff



Prince George main campus plus five sites across northern BC
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	13,100 students on campus

	11,500 via Open Learning

	425 faculty

	1,650 staff



Kamloops main campus plus nine sites across south-central BC
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	9,000 students

	950 faculty and staff



Part of the UBC system with a Vancouver campus
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The partnership

	Focused on harmonizing resources, enhancing mobility and academic opportunities for graduate students and faculty, and increasing benefits for communities across the Interior
	Complemented by partnerships with host cities, research centres, regional colleges, industry and non-profit sector across the Interior
	Phase I: Initially seeded with funds from each institution to establish a partnership office


Our primary roles
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	Evironment and natural resources
	Community development
	First Nations and Indigenous studies
	Northern, rural and environmental health and wellness
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	Sustainability, environment and the natural world
	Community and cultural engagement
	Aboriginal understanding
	Health and wellness, education and diversity
	Technology and optimization
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	Biodiversity, ecological resilience and recovery
	Regional socioeconomic development
	Aboriginal / Indigenous culture and community
	Health and wellness promotion and assessment
	Advanced materials and manufacturing













Why this partnership?

We are committed to community partnerships that drive the knowledge and innovation economy. Working together will:

	Create new opportunities for the Interior of BC by attracting greater talent and investment and building on existing cross-institutional initiatives/projects
	Respond to the federal and provincial focus on innovation, trades and skills training, workforce participation and sectorial economic development
	Leverage resources, affiliations and expertise in concert to connect publicly funded research with community, business, and industry experts
	Enable smaller institutions and centres to gain strength through collaboration/joining forces
	Advance and balance R&D heft and commercialization possibilities








Research in action
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Dr. Lauchlan Fraser, 2004-2014 Canada Research Chair in Community and Ecosystem Ecology and candidate for NSERC Industrial Research Chair
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The UBC Bioreactor Technology Group collaborates with government agencies, municipalities, industries, and researchers within UBC and other institutions with an ultimate goal of waste reduction and resource recovery.
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The Quesnel River Research Centre acts as a hub of activity for a wide range of scholars who are seeking to improve understanding of topics relating to (and including human interactions with) the natural environment. The centre was established
in 2002 as western Canada's only field station focused on the highly interdisciplinary domain of landscape ecology, funded by a generous endowment from Forest Renewal BC.
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The Southern Medical Program’s Chronic Disease Prevention Program (CDPP) is aimed at progressing the research front in the prevention and management of chronic diseases.

Dr. Kathleen Martin Ginis, a Professor with UBC Faculty of Medicine and UBC Okanagan Faculty of Health and Social Development, is the founding CDPP Director.
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Dr. Jonathan Van Hamme, Associate Professor of microbiology, is director of the Applied Genomics Laboratory at Thompson Rivers University.

The lab’s primary focus is on advancing knowledge of environmental remediation and waste treatment, as well as within the agricultural industries, including Canadian food, beverage and nutraceuticals.
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The research program within the Northern Medical Program (NMP) utilizes a multidisciplinary approach to address fundamental questions under the overarching theme of health research.
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UNBC researchers Laura Ryser and Dr. Greg Halseth collaborated on Towards a Political Economy of Resource-Dependent Regions, a book exploring how the pace of change has increased in resource-dependent communities over the past three decades
due to complex and interwoven economic, political, social, demographic, cultural, environmental and community changes.
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The Institute for Community-Engaged Research (ICER) unites researchers from a broad range of disciplinary backgrounds, including Anthropology, Gender Studies, Indigenous Studies, Economics, Education, Health Studies, Human Geography, Nursing,
Social Work and Sociology. ICER is a hub for building relationships, collaboration, and effective knowledge creation and exchange - a unique model for interdisciplinary research.
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The Wood Innovation Research Lab (WIRL), under construction in Prince George, BC, will be used by UNBC’s master of engineering in integrated wood design to analyze the environmental load of processes and products used for the new lab. The
PICS-supported project will produce life cycle analysis and energy models for four design variations of the building. The research for this project is being conducted by Stephanie Wall (MEng), and supervised by program chair Guido Wimmers.
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Dr. Jeannette Armstrong is a spokesperson for indigenous peoples’ rights. The award-winning writer and activist, novelist and poet has always sought to change deeply biased misconceptions related to Aboriginal people.
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All My Relations is a research network directed by Dr. Rod McCormick (Kanienkehaka), BC Innovation Chair of Aboriginal Health at Thompson Rivers University. The overarching goal of the research network is to develop a national Aboriginal
family and community health research and training centre to identify, research and further advance and implement best practices in Aboriginal family and community health and healing.
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The value of research partners


We have to have more multi-institutional, multi-university partnerships. As research universities, we all strive to be the best at everything, but we are not going to be able to do it. The more we compete against each other versus collaborate with
each other, the more difficult it becomes to solve really wicked societal problems, such as hunger, poverty and health issues.

We also need to engage with our community and partners to create both social and economic value at the same time. It is not enough that our research has the potential to save lives, improve our society or even help our ” planet. The public also
expects that our research... connects with their lives and they want to be actively included in the planning, execution, analysis and benefit of the research they participate in.


— Brian Herman, PhD, University of Minnesota, VP Research




External research partners offer governments unique benefits. By leveraging both internal and external resources, these partnerships can more effectively and efficiently meet the demand for quality research.

External partners give governments unbiased and politically neutral research results that are independent of the state’s policy environment.

They can add to (and complement existing) analytic capacity. They integrate both policy and academic approaches to analysis and problem solving. And they can provide needed specialized expertise to support government policy.


— From Venessa A. Keesler, Michigan Department of Education
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